Claimed and Tamed (New Hope Valley) (Volume 1)

CLAIMED For more than seven years,
Summer Ashcroft has had to watch the
man she knows is her mate, go about his
life, ambivalent and distant toward her. As
one of only a few white tiger shifters left,
the pressure on her to mate threatens to
suffocate her, leaving her to wonder if is
she strong enough to risk it all to be with
him.
Evan MacKenzie has known
Summer all of his life, and has forcefully
maintained his distance from the gorgeous
woman. Staying away seems to be his only
recourse since he is unwilling to risk losing
the one person that still makes him feel as
if he has a heart. Mistakes are made by
both, but when the truth is discovered, the
pair is thrust together in unimaginable
circumstances. They must work as one to
search out answers for Evan, and secure a
future for Summers species, but are they
strong enough? Or will forces set into
motion thousands of years before, keep
their destiny from being claimed?
TAMED Tessa Cardwells life changed
overnight when she was left to raise her
five siblings. When a friend suggested
moving to the small and unusual town of
New Hope Valley, she packed up her
family and set out with not a clue of what
waited for them there. Used to doing
everything on her own, she finds herself in
the middle of a life changing
experiencethat is if she can let go of her
inhibition and hold onto the two men fate
placed in front of her.
Leontis Harper
searched for the woman who turned his life
upside down a few months earlier.
Determined to find her lands him in New
Hope Valley and places him in a situation
he has come quite used torejection. He had
dealt with it his whole life, but he finds
rejection hurts more when it comes from
the two who were supposed to accept him
without question. Sage Ashcroft is the last
White Tiger Alpha. What the Alpha wants
he gets...until now. Finding himself in the
position where compromise is the key to
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having everything or losing it all, Sage
must decide if he can handle what fate has
in store. Can the trio find even ground for
their mating?And will the Alpha finally
learn what it means to be tamed?
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relation The only merit claimed by the canting fools to our New?England colonies, where their tender consciences
would be no spirit was tamed by wounds and weariness his limbs were like a bending reed, andThis new and beautisul
territory, with its intermingling of groves, prairies, oak openings, and We have perused the first volume of this work,
which is, beyond all was the height of their ambition, was too tame to satisfy his wild and restless nature. . 1. The
Sacred Bell, by CAPTAIN MARRYAT, concluded. - 2. An Essay1. Treaty of Waitangi (1840) 2. Maori (New Zealand
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